
How to adjust your belt 

You will need the following: 

As a screwdriver: 

When taken apart it is used as a screwdriver, to 

loosen and tighten the three screws holding the 

leather buckle attachment in place. 

1) Cutting board 

2) The screwdriver/hole punch tool 

3) Match or lighter 

4) Permanent marker 

5) Sharp scissors 

As a hole punch: 

When put together, it is used to cut new 5mm 

holes in your belt. 

Your included tool has two functions: 



1) Un-snap buckle attachment from back side of the belt. 

2) Use your tool as screwdriver, remove the 2 snap-

screws, (turn counterclockwise). 

3) Also remove flat screw hiding under the belt loop. 

Press down firmly, turn counterclockwise. 

Now your buckle attachment is dismantled, you are ready to adjust the length.  

2X Snap-screws 1X flat screw 1X loop 1X leather buckle attachment 

List of parts: 
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Take your belt apart: 



4) Run the dismantled belt through the loops of 

your pants, placing prong of buckle through the 

middle hole and tighten according to how tight 

you like your belt. 

5) Mark the spot where base of buckle meets belt. 
Scratch with your nail or use a marker. 

 

* This will be your cutting line. 

6) Cut belt at marked spot. 

7) Melt ends of stitching with match or lighter 

to secure.  

8) Use permanent marker to darken end of freshly cut belt.  
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Fit the belt around your waist: 



9) Place leather cutting tool into 

screwdriver, for cutting new holes in 

belt. 

11) Working on top of cutting board, 

make 3 new holes, cutting through 

original holes in template. 

10) Use the piece just cut off as tem-

plate to determine placement of new 

holes. 

12) Remove hole punch tool from screwdriver 

and turning clockwise, tighten flat screw secu-

ring the belt loop. 

13) Replace leather buckle attachment, tightening 

the snap-screws first by hand and thereafter with 

the screwdriver tool. 

* Remember to check screws periodically, making 

sure they stay tight over time. 

Now your belt is custom fit and need never be dismantled again. 

The unique snap function of the leather buckle attachment, allows you to easily remove the buckle for 

safe storage, or effortless exchange of belt color or style. 
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Cut new holes: 

Assemble belt again: 


